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Support Contractor Pilot

● Tested designs with support contractors 
first

● Used to get SME feedback and ensure 
legislative compliance for the designs 
before launching study

● Up front UAT feedback

● We found critical issues that we were 
able to fix right away
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Research Backchannel In Slack

HQR Research channel used to 
communicate during user session without 
distracting the moderator

● Scheduling meetings
● Pre/Post Announcements
● Discussions in real time
● Noting observations
● Suggestions for follow up questions
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Join us going forward!

Join us for future user sessions

��



02 Overview
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What Promoting Interoperability (PI)?

● Hospital quality reporting program used as an incentive to encourage facilities to move 
towards using electronic health records (EHR).

● In PI, providers submit clinical quality measures to meet program credit through web-based 
or file upload submissions as a delivery method. 
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What are we measuring?

1. Efficiency and effectiveness
○ We want to minimize the number of errors and time it takes for users to 

complete the PI data form

2. Confidence after submitting quality measure for the PI program

○ We want our prototype to allow users to feel confident in the 
accuracy and submissions of their data in the PI form

3. Satisfaction

○ We want to have a high user satisfaction upon completion of the form
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Methods

● 60-minute moderated remote 
research sessions

○ In-depth qualitative 
questions 

○ Formal usability testing

User Type User Titles Participants

Support 
Contractor

Program 
Manager

VIQRA 
Contractor

2

Vendor 0

Hospital Data Analyst 1

Hospital 
System

Clinical 
Applications 
Analyst, RN

Regulatory Data 
Analyst

2
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Core interactions tested well, but there’s 
work to be done

Starting PI submission is super easy for users
All users (experienced submitters / non-experienced submitters) knew exactly what to do (100% usability) 

Registering for PI has a slight learning curve, but was mostly usable
Most users were able to figure out how to register for PI.  (70% usability)
Once on the registration page, completed with no problem. (90% usability) 

Nomenclature used during completion and submission of web-based data confused users
“Meaningful Use” on attestation disclaimer. (75% usability)

Most users failed to complete and submit data via file upload submissions
Didn’t remember to go to back data submissions to complete the attestation and objectives. One successful 
completion. (45% usability)



“Very Easy” to understand 
Objective Scores and CQM 

Measure Requirement

4.6/5
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“Much Easier” to use 
than Legacy

4.4/5

“Less” time on task than legacy

3.2/5

The system is a huge improvement 
over legacy

Aggregate usability 
score

79%
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In the SC Pilot, we learned something
Discovered issues with how 
navigation functioned in the 
prototype.

“I can’t go back”

- Program Manager

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1nk2uYhc3ITAIKVr0YY_habdsJtFMu_nE/preview
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What we fixed!

Made the side navigation 
interactive

○ Clickable
○ Expandable

https://docs.google.com/file/d/1_N6tjH5OlVOkmTOQRZXWClT-3LP2nmMs/preview
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Submissions Page
PI Submissions

● First page in prototype 
users would see after 
login

● Task: Register for 
Promoting 
Interoperability 
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Finding Registration 🧐 was slightly difficult for 
users

Where users 
“Register” in our 
prototype

Where users are 
used to seeing 
“Registration”

“Administration didn't 
stick to me that it was 

Registration.” 

- VIQRA Contractor
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BUT we learned they only have to register once

When a provider registers 
for PI, they don’t have to 
do it again.

One time registration for 
the lifetime of the facility.

Low Impact
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Completing the registration form was easy 👌

Our users paid very close attention to detail.
Read every word in each section.
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Users had a few questions about the MAO Number 
🧐

2 users 
“What is MAO Contract Number?”

- VIQRA Contractor
- Regulatory Data Analyst
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The MAO Number is incentive program specific

Only applies to 
Medicare 
Advantage 
facilities

Shouldn’t 
appear as 
standard 
question on 
form
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There should also be a State/Territory field 

There should 
be a 
State/Territory 
field that 
appears 

When these 
incentive 
programs are 
selected
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PI is interesting, flexible submissions pathways

Successful submissions

1.Attestation

2.Objectives 3.Upload 
QRDA Files

Successful submissions

2.Attestation 3.Objectives

4.Submit 4.Submit1.Upload 
QRDA Files

OR
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For users who navigated to upload files first

This was the common path they took

Research question: Are you done with 
your eCQMs for PI submissions?

Users answered: Yes

But they forgot 
some key things
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Users forgot about the attestation and objectives

We asked if there’s any 
information you'd like to see 
indicating that you need to 
go back to Attestation?

Users must 
complete this in 
addition to 
uploading their 
files to gain 
program credit

“Definitely, a disclaimer 
that you would still need to 

go to the Attestation tab 
and select the option that 
you uploaded a QRDA file” 

- Regulatory Data 
Analyst
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For users who navigated to the Attestation first
This was the common path they took

Pain Point
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Past tense verbiage really confused users

"The option says I have submitted my 
QRDA files. That is confusing to me 

because I haven't yet submitted. I don't 
want to check that box if I am going to 

submit later." 

- Regulatory Data Analyst

“It says I have submitted my CQMs data 
electronically - it makes it sound as though 
you've already done it, but really I'm going 

to do it.”

- VIQRA Contractor



They completed the objectives just fine
BUT forgot to go to Data Submissions to upload their QRDA files
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A common breakdown for all users
Task: Complete and submit 
your data to CMS 
1. Web-based 

submissions
2. File upload 

submissions

Pain points



Seeing “Meaningful Use” was something users did 
not want to see 🧐

"I had trouble the past year with 
the language. Some websites are 
still using meaningful use instead 

of PI.” 

- Data Analyst

“Language changes are difficult. I 
may have made a $4 million 
mistake for us, but we were 

granted a hardship exception.” 

- Data Analyst
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On both pathways, users experienced 
confusion with the verbiage of the 
Attestation Disclaimer 



We also tested content
We asked users if the snackable content at the bottom of the page was helpful.
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“No, I did not pay attention to it. Wasn’t 
useful for me” 

- VIQRA Contractor

“If you're responsible for submitting PI or 
quality data, you should know this info.” 

- Clinical Applications Analyst, RN

“It talks about Initial Patient Population, 
it does clarify what these terms are. For 

someone experienced with this, they 
would already know what IPP is.”

- Regulatory Data Analyst



The last thing that we tested was branding

We asked users which name is the clearest way possible to refer to the new system.
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● Hospital Quality Reporting

● HQR

● HQR 2.0

● NextGen HQR

● HQR NG

4 out of 5 users "I like the words 'Hospital 
Quality Reporting'. It's a big 

umbrella.” 

- Data Analyst

“Hospital Quality Reporting, 
It's clear and by looking at the 

domain name itself, you 
know where you're going.” 

- Regulatory Data Analyst



04 Revisions (already made)
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What we fixed: MAO Number 😁
MAO number will 
only shows up for 
Medicare Advantage 
Affiliated hospitals in 
Medicare Advantage 
incentive programs.

Added State/Territory 
subfield when users 
select the 
appropriate 
programs.
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What we fixed: MAO Number 😁
When it’s not a 
Medicare Advantage 
Affiliate hospital, the 
MAO number won’t 
appear.

Added State/Territory 
subfield when users 
select the 
appropriate 
programs.
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What we fixed: Attestation nomenclature 😁

No more 
“Meaningful Use” 
verbiage

No more old 
program 
language.

Making it very 
clear to users 
what program 
they are 
submitting for.
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What we fixed: Attestation nomenclature 😁

Rather than “I 
have submitted”

Changed to “I 
have/ will 
submit..”

Make it clear to 
users that they 
can still select this 
reporting method 
if they want to 
upload later.

File upload 
reporting 
method.



05 Conclusion & 
RECOMMENDATIONS
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“Very Easy” to understand 
Objective Scores and CQM 

Measure Requirement

4.6/5
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“Much Easier” to use 
than Legacy

4.4/5

“Less” time on task than legacy

3.2/5

Key numbers

Aggregate usability 
score

79%
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Overall, users really like it
Compared to the current system, how would the time you 
spend on QualityNet change when submitting for PI with 

our prototype? Scale 1-5, with 1 being a lot of time, 5 being 
very little time.

3 "Does not take much time for me"

- Program Manager

How easy or difficult is it to understand how your 
measures are performing? Scale 1-5, 1 being very 

difficult, five being very easy.

4 "I thought it was easy when I went to that page, 
it displayed very clearly"

- VIQRA Contractor

Compared to the current system, how would the time 
you spend on QualityNet change when submitting for PI 

with our prototype? Scale 1-5, with 1 being a lot of time, 5 
being very little time.

4 "When it's fully functional, I think we would be more 
efficient. The ability to go from one hospital to another 

would save a lot of time."

- Clinical Applications Analyst, RN

How confident are you that the prototype allowed you 
to accurately submit all of your data for the PI 
program? Scale 1-5, with one being not at all 

confident, five being very confident.

4.5 “It's pretty intuitive and clear.”

- Regulatory Data Analyst
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Triaging Next Steps

Remediation Impact Cost
QRDA File Upload flow: add guidance (Enhancement banner on PI 
index page) 

Critical* ???*

Registration: hover information tooltip Very-Low ???

* Indicates that all design work has been completed for these revisions
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Next Steps

Confirm feasibility of changes with development

Confirm iteration on QRDA File Upload Submissions design with 
added guidance for users

We want to make sure that our design remediations are possible and approved given the 

limitations of the component



Thank you!
Questions?

Tyreek Houston
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